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Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers /  Squore | 

Bby wood * 05 May 2015, 02:12 

Wondering why I'm necroposting this thread? 

| checked Regina's email (which | haven't done in a while) and saw this. 

é¢ Arthur Fudge wrote: 

Hi, 

It's been a long time. | am writing to beg you to please remove my name from your website. It has been many years and you have served me with a valuable life lesson. | am willing to do anything within reason to end this part of my life. Media 

Slayer is dead and gone and | have learned the error of my ways 

Please, please, please, remove my name from your site. | just want to forget that any of this bad stuff had happened. | am so sorry that | fought with you and acted immature. | really brought it on myself but | am appealing to your humanity that 
wood 

you please make this stop. Honor Roll 

My wife and | are planning on having kids soon and | don’t want them to search my name one day and see all of this. Like | said | am willing to do anything within reason to end this once and for all. 
HONOR ROLL 

Thank you, 

Posts: 21474 

Arthur Joined: 09 May 2009, 14:30 
IRC Nick: fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 

an 3 
This is actually from December 2014 so it's obviously several months old. But anyway, part of me wants to just take the site down because who fucking cares? At the same time though, he made a bunch of threats hoping Regina would get 

raped. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 

Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply ° lier 51 
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Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers / {fquore | 

Bby Deano * 05 May 2015, 04:15 

Post rape threats against Regina to site? 

Deano 

MASTER OF KARATE AND FRIENDSHIP 

Posts: 10345 

Joined: 25 Feb 2009, 04:36 
Location: Smarkplex City 

Mental Block: Worked into a shoot. 

Favorite Porn: Asuka/N. Cross feud 

fem 

Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers \Y  {fquore | 

Bby wood » 05 May 2015, 15:46 

é¢ Dean Cricket wrote: 

Post rape threats against Regina to site? 

They were, when he made them ages and ages ago. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 

Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply: 1@ 3 
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HONOR ROLL 
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Joined: 09 May 2009, 14:30 
IRC Nick: fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 
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Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers \/  [EQuore | 

by wood » 05 May 2015, 16:18 

I'm just going to take it down. Arthur Fudgeo seems to be toned down, non-relevant and essentially a non-internet presence. 

| have the site mirrored anyway so | can throw it back up if | ever need to. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 

Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply: 1@ 3 
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Posts: 21474 

Joined: 09 May 2009, 14:30 
IRC Nick: fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 
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Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers \Y  ¢Squore | 

Bby goombapolice * 12 Feb 2016, 08:29 

Full stop this saga was probably the best thing to come out of PVCC. 

goombapolice 
Honor Roll 

HONOR ROLL 



Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers 
Bby wood * 12 Feb 2016, 14:51 

66 goombapolice wrote: 

Full stop this saga was probably the best thing to come out of PVCC. 

HOLY FUCK WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN. 

Speaking of media slayers, update: | got an email from Fudgie a week ago thanking me for taking down the troll site. 

Whether you feel that is right or not, always remember, we slayed media slayer. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 

Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply: @ 9 

Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers 
Bby goombapolice * 12 Feb 2016, 15:11 

| have been distracted, stressed, and busy as all hell. Looking to get at least a small piece of myself back haha 

Re: The Net Dwellers/The Media Slayers 
by wood » 23 Apr 2017, 12:27 

| totally stumbled on this today, which is why | cam necroposting this hardcore. 

Manic Expression: Creative Chaos 

«*QUOTE | 

{*Quore | 

It's a boring jack-off session of a bunch of beautiful snowflake nerds with no taste. | watched the whole thing. You shouldn't. But it features Vegan Missiles talking about how she got involved with this fucking garbage site. Also, she refers 

to Arthur Fudge as “he who must not be named” 

Weird bad blood between them | guess? 

Strange trip down memory lane. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 

Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply: i 9 
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